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	Windows 8 XAML Primer is a fast-paced introduction to XAML for Windows 8 developers who are already proficient C# coders. It introduces you specifically to the world of XAML development for Windows 8 apps in a practical, hands-on way - so you'll be building apps from the very first pages.


	Building on your existing C# knowledge, you're introduced to XAML from the ground up - what it is, what it does, and why it's important in Windows 8 development. You'll quickly learn how to use XAML efficiently within Visual Studio. You'll find practical coding quickstarts to get your XAML hands-on knowledge up to speed, so you'll be ready to progress to your more advanced Windows 8 programming projects with ease.


	If you're confident in your .NET coding abilities but the jump to XAML and C# in Windows 8 is giving you pause, then Windows 8 XAML Primer will have you coding Windows 8 projects in its first pages, and you'll be ready to start your own apps by the time you're finished.


	What you’ll learn

	
		How to code Windows 8 apps with XAML and C# with your own hands.
	
		Confidence in using XAML within Visual Studio 2012 efficiently.
	
		How to databind to both data sources and other elements.
	
		About the many presentation controls and panels that XAML provides for you, what they do and how to use them to best effect.
	
		How inbuilt resources such as styles, templates and dictionaries can make your code more fluid, terse, and efficient.
	
		How to develop storyboards using the Visual State Manager to create and control XAML animations within your user interface.



	Who this book is for


	This book is for new Windows 8 developers who have experience with C# and now want a firm foundation in XAML as they transition to the new world of Windows 8 app development.


	Table of Contents

	
		Building your first XAML layouts
	
		Data Binding to data and elements
	
		Panels for presenting information
	
		Controls for interacting with users
	
		Using Resources to speed your development
	
		Creating Animations and Managing Visual State
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Software Reuse: Methods, Techniques, and Tools: 8th International Conference, ICSR 2004, Madrid, Spain, July 5-9, 2004, ProceedingsSpringer, 2004
After three decades of research and practice, reuse of existing software artefacts remains the most promising approach to decreasing effort for software development and evolution, increasing quality of software artefacts and decreasing time to market of software products. Over time, we have seen impressive improvements, in extra-organizational...
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Theories, Methods and Numerical Technology of Sheet Metal Cold and Hot Forming: Analysis, Simulation and Engineering ApplicationsSpringer, 2012

	Over the last 15 years, the application of innovative steel concepts in the automotive industry has increased steadily. Numerical simulation technology of hot forming of high-strength steel allows engineers to modify the formability of hot forming steel metals and to optimize die design schemes. Theories, Methods and Numerical Technology...
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Advanced Topics in Information Resources ManagementIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Modern organizations are constantly in search of more effective and efficient
technologies and managerial techniques to manage their ever-evolving
information resources. While researchers and educators study various critical
factors effecting strategies and technologies utilized by organizations, practicing
managers apply...
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Climbing and Walking Robots : Proceedings of the 8th International ConferenceSpringer, 2006
The interest in climbing and walking robots (CLAWAR) has intensified in recent years, and novel solutions for complex and very diverse applications have been anticipated by means of significant progress in this area of robotics. Moreover, the amalgamation of original ideas and related innovations, search for new potential applications and the use...
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World History : Patterns of InteractionMcDougal Littell, 2009

	World History: Patterns of Interaction combines a highly visual approach with primary sources to help all students understand world history and make global connections.

	Support for All Learners

	High-interest, engaging visuals, interactive technology, differentiated instruction, and customized test preparation help make history...
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Mathematica® in Action: Problem Solving Through Visualization and ComputationSpringer, 2010

	In this third edition of Mathematica in Action, award-winning author Stan Wagon guides beginner and veteran users alike through Mathematica's powerful tools for mathematical exploration.  The transition to Mathematica 7 is made smooth with plenty of examples and case studies that utilize Mathematica's newest tools, such as...
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